Beam calibration without a phantom for creating a 3-D freehand ultrasound system.
To create a freehand three-dimensional (3-D) ultrasound (US) system for image-guided surgical procedures, an US beam calibration process must be performed. The calibration method presented in this work does not use a phantom to define in 3-D space the pixel locations in the beam. Rather, the described method is based on the spatial relationship between an optically tracked pointer and a similarly tracked US transducer. The pointer tip was placed into the US beam, and US images, physical coordinates of the pointer and the transducer location were simultaneously recorded. US image coordinates of the pointer were mapped to the physical points using two different registration methods. Two sensitivity studies were performed to determine the location and number of points needed to calibrate the beam accurately. Results showed that the beam is most efficiently calibrated with approximately 20 points collected from throughout the beam. This method of beam calibration proved to be highly accurate, yielding registration errors of approximately 0.4 mm.